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ABSTRACT 

The present paper deals with the distribution of stress and displacement in an 

infinitely long elastic strip with two exterior Griffith cracks under Shear. it is 

assumed that the cracks are by can: and the edges of strip are rigidly fixed. The 

problem reduced into pair of dual integral equations with sine and cosine kernels 

and a weightfunction. By using Fourier transform technique a closed form solution 

has been derived. Finally the analytical expression has been 

derived for the» stress intensity factor. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent theory of fracture mechanic:, a lot of work has been done by various 

authors in solving two dimensional problems of single or two or more line cracks 

with complicated crack configuration. in most of the cases, the medium is isotropic 

in which the cracks lie. The theory of cracks in two dimensional elastic medium 

was first developed by Griffith [3]. Sneddon and Elliot [4] studied the distribution 

of stresses in the neighbourhood of a Griffith crack ic- are intenia tag-Assure. Also 

the workers lrwin [1], Barenblat [2], England and Green i6} have shown the 

importance of determining the stress in the neighbourhood of cracks in the theory 

of fracture mechanics. A detail survey of crack(s) have been done by Sneddon and 

Lowengrub [13] in their monograph. The case in which the medium is in the form 
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of an infinite strip with finite thickness has not been so widely considered. Two 

types of problems of a Griffith crack in a thin elastic strip of infinite length have 

been considered by different workers such that the edges of the strip are assumed 

fft’i‘t’i‘ fren'i stresses. in first case the crack is  assumed to be parallel to the edges 

of the strip and in the second case the crack is perpendicular to the edges of the 

strip. Lowengrub [12] discussed some crack  problems in which a single crack lies 

in an elastic strip of infinite length but of finite thickness. Subsequently 

Lowengrub and Shrivastava [7] determined the stress distribution in an infinitely 

long elastic strip containing two coplaner Griffith Cracks parallel to the edge of the 

strip. Also the expressions for the stress intensity factors,crack shape and crack 

energy have also been derived. Also Sneddon and Lowengrub [13] considered the 

case of single crack perpendicular to the edge of the strip. The same problem with 

two Griffith cracks lying symmetrically and perpendicularly to the edge of the strip 

have been discussed by Fodder [19] reducmg the problem into a set of triple 

integral equations. By using finite Hilbert transform technique, these equations 

were reduced into a single Fredholm integral equation. Dhaliwal and Singh [14] 

determined the stress intensity factors and the crack energy in an infiinitely long 

elastic, homogeneous, isotropic strip containing two coplaner Griffith cracks. By 

using Fourier transform technique, the problem was reduced into a set of triple 

integral equations and a closed form solution had’been derived. Subsequently Lal 

and Jain [11] calculated the strees intesity factor atthe tip of an external line crack 

perpendicular to the surface of an elastric half-plane; They formulated‘the problem 

in terms of a pair of dual integral equations, which are further reduced to a single 

Fredholm integral equation with a non-singular kernel. in this paper, we consider 

the problem of determining the stress. intensity factors in an infinitely long elastic, 

homogeneous strip under shear containing two coplanar exterior Griffith cracks. It 

is assumed that the cracks are along the length of the strip and strip is rigidly 

clamped. The problem reduced into two pairs of dual integral equations. By using 

Fourier transform technique a closed form solution has been derived for all values 

of h, where 2h is the breadth of the strip. Finally an exact solution of stress 
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intensity factors has alarm been derived for the case when shear stress be an odd 

function. 
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